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Need for Certification Program for Persons Conducting Wildlife Hazard Management Activities at airports

John Ostrom, 4300 Glumack Drive, Suite 3000, Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport, St. Paul, MN 55111 USA

With the complexity of tools, information and resources available to airports today, there comes a need for standardization for those persons involved in Airport Wildlife Hazard Management. One approach to standardization would be the creation of a multi-level certification program to provide the basic necessary information, training and resources to anyone involved in Airport Wildlife Hazard Management. In order to create and manage this program, the basic structure of Bird Strike Committee USA (BSC USA) would need to evolve into a more formal organization. This reorganization would create the foundation for BSC USA to provide the necessary management structure and tools to develop and maintain a certification program as well as a variety of services and resources that involve wildlife management at airports.